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Game Analysis 

ArkeoSysmä is an Augumented Reality treasure hunt game. The game showcases the 
prehistory of village of Sysmä situated in Päijanne Tavastia region. Main purpose of the 
game is to visit the village and search for special markers located on a path. Every time 
the player scans the marker additional artefact and history connected to it appears. The 
3d AR artefacts are found in the village or in near surrounding area. In some cases there 
will be also possibility to make souvenir picture of the player wearing the artefact by the 
player.  
 
There are three main periods showcased in the game: stone age, bronze age, iron age. 
Player searches the markers and unlocks them. This makes the game become virtual 
museum with clear narration about the past for local communities and tourists. The trail 
is easy and accessible without any hills or hard to walk pathways. 
 
The route on which markers will be located goes around the village and passes different 
points like coffee shops, shop with handmade souvenirs from local artist and Geopark 
path in Sysmä. This way the game also supports local community and other previous 
projects, when played by tourists. 
 
 

 
Mission Statement 

ArkeoSysmä is Augmented Reality treasure hunt game that shows the player the most 
fascinating artefacts from all prehistorical time periods found in the municipality in fun 
and engaging way. 

 
Genre 

education, simulation, treasure hunt, AR 
 
Platforms 

 
Android, IOS 
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Target Audience  

The target audience into few categories: 
- School children from Sysmä and surrounding municipalities 
- Families with children. 
- Young adults and adults 

 
 

The game is designed to serve mainly local community. Local community is not getting 
enough of easily accessible knowledge about their prehistory. Young school children will 
be able to learn about cultural heritage in a way that they understand the best – 
interactive and fun. Nowadays a lot of children aged 12-17 are owning a smartphone 
and the game is designed in the way that students might use one smartphone or tablet 
on a bigger group. 

 
The game will be designed to be appealing to children, young adults and families with 
children. According to research made by M. Hood in 1993 Staying away: Why people 
choose not to visit museums. Museum News, 61(4), 50-57, approximately 40% of people 
in society are visiting museums once per year. For those people the most important are 
family activities, leisure and relax in comfortable surroundings.  Game supports family 
activities outside and gives additional educational layer. With the help of a parent the 
game can be played also with very young children.  
 
Last group is represented by young adults and adults, who are visiting Sysmä. Those are 
usually short trips on the afternoons or weekends. Those people are not having many 
attractions in the village. The game might make, that they will see more of the village 
and stay there longer, which gives possibilities that they would want to visit coffee 
shops and other food places.  
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Storyline & Characters 

 
Main character of the game is the player. He or she needs to become a treasure hunter, 
scientist on a secret mission to unveil Sysmä´s prehistory timeline.  Player is guided by 
mysterious narrator “voice” of the game. Nobody really knows who it is, but it is helpful 
and sometimes funny. It is giving the player the feeling of being on a secret mission. 
Who is the voice? Is it a voice of Sysmä or maybe some artificial inteligence?  
 
The Voice explains that the world is full of wonders, and Sysmä is one of them. The 
Voice has been living in the world since the beginning, but as every human he is 
forgetting the past. He has left signs of his memories like crumbs of bread, that when he 
will need then he can always find them. He asks player to find all the missing elements. 

 
 

 
 
Character Description Characteristics Misc. Info 
The Voice 
 

Mysterious, little bit 
funny sometimes, 
helpful. Shows at the 
game as just text. 
Player never learns 
his real identity. 

The Voice is 
mysterious, nobody 
really knows who he 
or she is. It wants to 
know the prehistory 
of Sysmä. 

The Voice is 
mysterious creature. 
He leaves pieces of 
the knowledge of the 
past in a shape of 
interesting looking 
marks. 
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Gameplay 

 
Overview of Gameplay 

ArkeoSysmä is a treasure hunt, AR, simulation, mobile game. It is mixing AR with real life 
experience and education. It also is a type of virtual museum. The game should be 
played on a smartphone or tablet and it should be possible to download it from Google 
Play Store and App Store. The game is single player, but it can be played with family and 
friends together on one device. ArkeoSysmä will have 18 3D scans of real archaeological 
objects from Sysmä made in photogrammetry technique, 21 mark spots, which will 
show the artifacts or real places in Sysmä, which are important for prehistoric and 
historic narration to game, combined into three levels. 

 
Player Experience 

ArkeoSysmä will let you go for a special journey through the village of Sysmä and time. 
You will be asked by mysterious Voice to search for his lost memories. In this search of 
lost stories, you will become a scientist and a treasure hunter. 
 
You will need to go to Sysmä and search for special marks to be able to restore 
prehistorical and medieval memories of The Voice. You will be able to see historically 
accurate artefacts found in Sysmä, try some things on in virtual and share pictures of 
your adventure. You will fill all missing holes in memories of The Voice.  
 
Clean and futuristic design of the game will let you feel like real scientist on a mission to 
save the past. Additional information which you will unlock by scanning marks will be 
available for you to revisit at home at any time. This will be unique experience for you, 
your family and friends. 

 
Gameplay Guidelines 

ArkeoSysmä is a safe and fun game for all users. It serves the educational purposes and 
because of that it should not have any advertisements in a form of pop-up windows, 
banners or other advertisement solutions. There should not be any additional 
monetization elements, as access to educational content is already hard for a lot of 
children in hard financial situation.  
The game will have 3D models of archaeological finds made in photogrammetry 
technique. It is noninvasive technique of scanning the artefact. Either way artefacts are 
fragile, and it is not recommended to even transport them or view them. It is in the 
biggest concern of the developer to secure safety of the artefacts while making the 
procedure. There might be changes to the list of artefacts used for scanning according 
to recommendations given by the Board of Antiquities. In case the object planned will 
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be on exhibition abroad then object needs to be changed, if waiting to for the return 
would be changing the schedule of development of the game.   
Texts and stories presented in the game should be on highest level of scholarship, but 
still presented in easy and fun way with the use of good but rather simple language. All 
possible terms should be explained. 

 
Game Objectives & Rewards 

Main objectives of the game are to find all marks and fill the timeline of prehistory and 
early history of Sysmä. Every time player scans new mark, he or she will get new 
interesting content and small story about people from the past explained by The Voice. 
This engaging and interactive content once unlocked on the device will be open to view 
any time later for that player.  
Unlocking additional content is relatively easy as GPS on the user device will be helping 
with it. There are different types of interactive elements possible to interact – 3D 
scanned objects which might be watched through the device with special points to 
touch on surface. Those points would give extra small information about the artefacts. 
Another type of interactive element will be special filters where player can take a selfie 
picture wearing jewelry or clothing from the past and share it on social media. Player 
does not know what type of content will be opened. 

 

Gameplay Mechanics 

Player is presented with the chronology timeline, where whole game levels are open. 
The Voice informs the player that he has lost his memories and those are hidden in 
Sysmä village. To unlock premium content player is supposed to visit Sysmä and find 
marks. Marks are presented on a map. The real placing of the marks will be discussed 
with Municipality of Sysmä while developing the game. Picture 1 presents the trail 
(approximately 4,5 km). The marks should be placed on this path. Player needs to scan 
marks and play with interactive elements, read stories and help The Voice to get back all 
his lost memories. This is the where you start getting more specific on how some of the 
systems in the game will work. This includes how characters move in the game, what 
gameplay actions are available, item inventory and attributes, and how the game 
progresses from level to level. Every mark opens some new experience. 
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Picture 1. A map with trail.  
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Level Design 

 
Levels  
Stone Age 
 

Description of Mesolithic, Neolithic times. Showing changes in 
settlement and geography.  
Artefacts to scan in AR 

- Ceramics piece 
- Quartz fragment 
- Bone 
- Stone age axe  

Bronze Age Description of the Bronze Age in the area. How it is different 
from coastal part of Finland.  
Artefacts to scan in AR 

- Ceramics 
- Lap cairn AR view. 

Iron Age 
 

Description of the Iron Age. Periodization, changes in 
settlement and burial practices. Stories about treasures and 
excavations. Sacrifitial stones  
Artefacts to scan in AR 

- Ring – filter for wearing the ring 
- Dirhem – here filter with falling coins 
- Sword – filter for pictures 
- Penannular broach 
- Bronze comb 
- Bead 
- Cross 
- Pendant 
- Sphere 
- Merovingian fibulas 
- Ceramics 
- Sacrificial stone from other location 

 
Extra places to look (AR filters application) 
-Museum 
- Surmakivi 
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Control Scheme 

Game uses mainly touch input. By touching levels or points on 3D model player can get 
additional information about the artefact. Player uses also their camera to show the 
artefacts and filters in space. GPS is also used to help player find the marks.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Picture 2. Basic blocked idea of control scheme. 

 
 

From upper right corner – pentagon shape – The Voice button, three dots, menu button, 
Stone Age circle after tapping opening the information about stone age, arrow, moving 
to another level. 
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Picture 3. AR blocked view of and artefact. 
 
 

Picture 2 is showing how the view of the artefact can look like. Read more button opens 
more detail information about the artefact, there is possibility to mak picture of the 
artefacta, or navigate to new marker. Player can come back to informations about level 
they are exploring or read what The Voice wants to say. 

 
 
 
Game Aesthetics & User Interface 

 
Making game esthetic is clean modern design. Influenced by Bauhaus school of design. 
Levels are shown like a carousel style with a timeline. Buttons should be interactive and 
animated. Sounds should be discrete probably without any background music. The 
button tap and effects can have sound effects. 
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Game Design Canvas 
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